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1. Pessaries are safe and provide effective treatment of pelvic relaxation.

2. Types of Pessaries
Support pessaries

Ring pessary

Cervical pessary

Hedge pessary

First and second degree urodynamic prolapse
The most common pessary, and the easiest to use

Cystoceles and rectoceles, with or without uterine prolapse
Can be manually moulded. It rests along the anterior vaginal wall to straddle the bladder, and the lateral bars straddle the rectum, providing support via the levator sling

Mild cystocele in women with a narrow pubic arch, and for correcting a retroverted uterus

Space occupying pessaries

Cone pessary

Conus pessary

Gelthorne pessary

Third degree urodynamic prolapse
Maintains its position by creating suction between itself and the vaginal wall. Has no area for drainage and has to be removed nightly

Third degree rectocele prolapse
Remains in place by having a larger diameter than the genital hiatus. Usually latex, but an inflatable version allows for easy insertion and removal and an individualised fitting

Third degree urodynamic prolapse with decreased perineal support
Concave surface fits against the cervix or vaginal cuff. Stem should be positioned just behind the introitus, so perineum must be intact

---

a. Support pessaries
   1. Rings: most commonly used first for pelvic relaxation or SUI
   2. Dish
   3. Gehring
b. Space-filling pessaries
   1. Gellhorn
   2. Donut
   3. Cube

3. Benefits of Pessary Use:
   a. Conservative management of UI and Pelvic Organ Prolapse
   b. Does not limit further treatment options

4. Traditional practitioners of pessary fitting and management
   a. Physicians
   b. Nurses
   c. PA’s

5. Benefits of traditional practitioners
   a. Availability of extensive assessment tools to monitor internal vaginal skin integrity.
   b. Training in assessment and management of atrophic vaginitis including pharmacologic methods

6. Potential benefits of Women”s Health PT’s providing pessary assessment, fitting and management.
   a. Provides patients with:
      1. More choices as to service provider
      2. Functional activity treatment emphasis
   b. Pessaries can be considered a form of orthotic device for the vaginal vault which:
1. Augments PT management options available to address the impairment of weakness or laxity.

2. Improves participation in activities such as sport, and participation in ADL’s by management of impairments.

7. Factors that may contribute to undue risk for the PT providing pessary assessment, fitting, and long-term management:
   a. Potential lack of patient comfort with a PT fitting pessaries.
   b. Lack of equipment in standard Women’s Health PT practices to appropriately assess vaginal vault tissue integrity prior to pessary fitting and reassessment at regular intervals.
   c. Medical management may be required to manage friable tissues prior to pessary fitting or tissue breakdown due to pessary use.
   d. Professional responsibility to monitor pessary tolerance long-term as long as the patient uses the device fit by the PT.
   e. Management of pessary supply: appropriate size and type as well as sterilization of ill-fitting pessaries.
   f. Need for extensive PT education to:
      1. Determine appropriate pessary type to optimize outcomes.
      2. Gain proficiency in pessary fitting and monitoring fit.
      4. Develop an appreciation and understanding of medical management needs.

8. Pessary Fitting

---

a. Up to 26% of patients are inappropriate for pessary fitting
   1. If the patient cannot be fitted comfortably, the patient is inappropriate for pessary use.
   2. 50% of patients cease pessary use after fitting

b. Predictors of successful pessary fitting
   1. Use of support pessaries vs space filling pessaries
   2. No history of prolapse repair or UI
   3. Many choices of pessary types and of pessary sizes

c. Predictors of successful compliance in pessary use
   1. History of prolapse repair
   2. Use of support pessaries.

d. Pessary Fitting Methods:
   1. Trial and error after measuring width and length of vaginal vault with gloved fingers should approximate size within ± one size
   2. Before pessary fitting: Patient empties bladder/rectum
   3. Clinician dry glove inserts pessary with lubricant PRN for comfort, avoiding the urethra.
   4. Patient bears down to ensure pessary does not dislodge, if so, a larger size should be used.
   5. Patient stands, walks, squats, etc to ensure pessary is comfortable and stays in place
   6. Patient removes and reinserts pessary, ensuring proper placement by clinician.
   7. Follow-up and return instructions should be issued to allow for assessment of b/b complications and to assess for vaginal erosion/abrasion with speculum.

c. Self-Management—Pessary removal
   1. Nightly with reinsertion in AM after cleaning
2. Once weekly for an overnight respite 6-8 weeks

3. Independently or with caregiver

4. It is critical that the patient be followed at regular intervals

d. Long term follow-up:

1. Every 6 to 12 months is adequate if patient has no difficulty with pessary management. Shorter intervals for those with motor, cognitive or self-pessary management difficulties.

2. Erosion into the bladder or rectum can arise from improper pessary use.

e. Patient questions at follow-up

1. Do you have discomfort?
2. Is pessary expulsion a problem?
3. Do you have bleeding?
4. Do you have difficulty with bowel or bladder function?
5. Do you have any questions?
6. Do you feel comfortable in self-management of your pessary?

f. Pessary care must include:

1. Removal and cleaning of the pessary at regular intervals dependent on patient skill, skin integrity, stated in the home management plan.

2. Assessment of vaginal vault integrity at regular intervals as noted above.
   a. Presence of ulcerations will require medical intervention
   b. Pessary not to be reinserted until tissue is healed.

g. Most common complications from pessary use:

---

1. UTI's

2. Bacterial vaginosis 3%

3. Vaginal ulceration/fistula/erosion: 24%
   a. Treated by temporary pessary removal and medical management

h. Recent Research:
   1. Either pelvic floor exercise or pessary use is indicated in the treatment of SUI. Combined therapy does not further optimize outcomes.

---
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